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As January 2011 approaches, we urge artists and arts practitioners to apply for the
residency being offered by Pro Helvetia. For more information visit ‘myprohelvetia’.
Eight poets from India and Europe will participate in a poetry translation workshop as part
of Poetry Connections. The workshop will bring poets in contact with various
contexts, languages, regions, styles and formats. It aims for crosstranslation in different
directions, providing an environment where participants can learn about each other’s
literary tradition and the contemporary context in which each of them writes.
By associating with Literature Across Frontier’s (LAF) translation workshop and Poetry
Connections, Pro Helvetia – Swiss Arts Council reiterates its belief that translation is a
creative activity. Translation increases exchange between language areas.
Pro Helvetia’s project, ‘Moving Words  promotion of translation 20092011’ acknowledges
the importance of translation. The project aims to illustrate the various facets of a
translator’s work, and shows how translation can best help an arts foundation to engage
with new audiences.
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Poetry Connections
Swiss poet Raphael Bendicht Urweider to participate in Poetry Connections,
a multilingual and multimedia performance in Pondicherry, Chennai and
Pune from 8 to 18 December 2010. More

Strange Lines at Ahmedabad and Thrissur
Pro Helvetia presents Strange Lines, an Indo  Swiss multilingual theatre
collaboration based on the graphic novel anthology ‘When Kulbhushan Met
Stöckli’ at Natarani Theatre, Darpana Academy of Performing Arts,
Ahmedabad and the International Theatre Festival of Kerala, Thrissur,
Kerala. More

Launch of Camerawork Delhi issue 7
Camerawork Delhi, Pro Helvetia Swiss Arts Council and Vadehra Art
Gallery invite you to the launch at the Vadehra Art Gallery Book Store,
Defence Colony on Saturday 4 December 2010 at 5:00 pm. Camerawork
Delhi, a publication dedicated to independent photography, is supported by
Pro Hevetia New Delhi. More

Residencies 2012/ 2013  call for applications
Inviting applications from art practitioners from the visual, performing and
applied arts as well as from writers, curators, organisers and art mediators
from South Asia. More

Swiss curators to participate at India Art Summit 2011
Swiss curators, Urs Stahel and Daniel Baumann will participate in the
Speakers Forum at the third edition of the India Art Summit to be held in
New Delhi. More

Salon Précaire 5: Delhi
forum andere musik, Switzerland presented works of the Delhibased
artists Sheba Chhachhi, Prashant Panjiar and Gigi Scaria at Salon Précaire
5: Delhi to introduce Swiss viewers to the work of the artists as well as to
answer some of the disquieting questions Delhi and its inhabitants have to
deal with. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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